
WARNING: THIS ISSUE CONTAINS A DINOSAUR 
GETTING STOMPED (HE DESERVES IT), CURSING 
AND A SWEET SCENE INVOLVING CHURROS. 

STAY ALERT!
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“I highly, highly recommend  
  this comic.” -MARK WAID 
  (Avengers, Daredevil, Black Widow)



PREVIOUSLY…
Nate Willner, a chef in NYC, was forced to move back to his tiny hometown of Blackfossil, 
Utah, after his restaurant exploded, killing his sister and leaving him unmotivated and hollow. 
After months of living with his grandmother, Maribel, and working at the Javarado Café with 
childhood friend, Starlee, it looks like Nate’s life has become a dead end. But when he 
unexpectedly inherits a time travel suit from his Great Uncle Tony, he is transported back to 
the era of the dinosaurs. In order to survive, Nate has to kill a Quetzalcoatlus in self-defense 
with the suit’s blowtorch. The smell of the roasted beast makes Nate wonder what it tastes 
like. He eats some of the meat and discovers it’s the greatest meal he’s ever had. Nate drags 
the carcass back to his time and decides to open a restaurant in the present using ancient 
meat from the past!

Using his inheritance Nate purchases the Javarado and makes plans to open the restaurant 
with Starlee as his business partner. Meanwhile, Tony’s death has started to take a mental toll 
on Maribel, who had some kind of secret relationship with him in the past. Nate, unaware of 
the connection, tries to figure out how to get his life on track and not get killed by dinosaurs. 
As he heads back home with his latest kill, a pack of vicious predators prepare to attack. 
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Grrrrrr!

Arrghh!

It’s insane 
in here today. 

Didn’t expect our 
opening to be 

this big.
Me either.

I think everyone 
in Blackfossil 

showed up.

You aren’t 
telling people 
it has a name 

are you?

Hey, when 
you’re done hating 
on my hot rhino, 
Table 9 wants to 
compliment the 

chef.

Pssh…

I can’t 
STOP telling 

people.

Hell yeah! 
Every meal here is 
100% more delicious 

with Horatio 
Hornpop.

I totally 
blame your 

rhino.



Man, this 
is starting 
to become a 

habit.

Hi folks. 
Starlee said 

you wanted to 
see me?

Oh my Jesus,
yes. This steak with 

spicy bearnaise sauce 
is just outstanding, 

son. How did you
do this?

Hee 
Hee!

You 
know…



DINOSAUR CLASSIFICATION: 
GENUS: TROODON. SPECIES: 

TROODON FORMOSUS.

EVASIVE ACTION RECOMMENDED.

…it was actually a 
bit of a challenge.



Gahh!

Arrrgghh! 

SNARRRLL

SQUARRK

 GAWARRK



Agghh! 

BLOWTORCH FUEL LEVELS 
DROPPING RAPIDLY.

DANGER. SUIT INTEGRITY AT 72%. 
APPROACHING MINIMAL THRESHOLD 

FOR RETURN DIVE.

FUEL LEVEL AT 34%... 
22%...

Fuck! I’m gonna 
die here.

BLAST SHIELD MALFUNCTION. 
SUIT INTEGRITY AT 68%. HOW DID I THINK I 

COULD BE HERE AND 
NOT DIE?!

THOOMTHOOM

THOOMTHOOM
EVACUATED FUEL 

HIGHLY FLAMMABLE.

THOOMTHOOM



[Huff] 
[Huff] 

DANGER. SUIT INTEGRITY CRITICAL. 
RETURN DIVE RECOMMENDED. 

Put on the suit. Go 
to the Cretaceous. 
Have a few laughs...

sure...

GREEAAT IDEA, 
UNCLE TONY...




